
FILTER CARTRIDGE FOR THE WATER TANK OF  
COFFEE AND ESPRESSO MACHINES
BWT bestaroma PREMIUM is a water filter used directly in special water tanks 
with the tank-in-tank principle of coffee machines. Meaning the BWT bestaroma 
Premium fits in the standardised intakes provided by many manufacturers. No 
pressure is used for filtration. Once poured in the raw water flows through the 
filter so there is always perfectly optimised coffee water available in the coffee 
machine storage tank.
BWT bestaroma PREMIUM stands out due to its high efficiency and easy han-
dling. The filter has BWT Magnesium Technology, which takes calcium out of 
the water and enriches it with magnesium in exchange using a special BWT ion 
exchanger. 
The benefits: perfect protection for machines from limescale and mineralising 
the water with magnesium as a flavour enhancer, ensuring the full aroma of the 
coffee can develop and a perfect crema on espressos that you make yourself. 
In addition, activated carbon removes all unwanted tastes and odours. BWT 
bestaroma PREMIUM can be distributed worldwide with all types of water in 
drinking water quality. All the materials of this filter are food safe.
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BWT BESTAROMA PREMIUM WATER FILTER

Foreign odour/taste

Calcium

Magnesium

Organic substances

Chlorine

Activated carbon

Eliminating organic substances, 
chlorine, unwanted odours and  
tastes, silver-plated to protect from 
biofilm

High performance ion exchanger

Removing calcium, releasing  
magnesium (flavour enhancer), 
setting mineral content

Coffee machine storage tank

Raw water

Optimised water

 ■  Protects your coffee machine from limescale 
and gypsum deposits  

 Extends the long life of high-quality  
coffeemachine technology

 ■  Optimises your coffee water with magnesium 
 Guarantees the best coffee aroma and perfect 

crema for satisfied connoisseurs every time

BWT Magnesium Technology for the high stand-
ards of coffee aficionados and hobby baristas

Handle to insert and 
remove easily

Intake for filter  
in the water tank

Filter housing

Filter plate (inlet)

Outlet filter



TECHNICAL DATA
BWT bestaroma PREMIUM
Ø Upper filter insert in mm 89.6
Ø Lower filter insert in mm 82.8
Height of filter insert without handle in mm 40.0
Height of filter insert with handle in mm 56.5
Weight in g 135

Order no. filter KS20P00

MANUFACTURER:
BWT Holding GmbH
Walter-Simmer-Str. 4  
A-5310 Mondsee
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CAPACITIES
Filter capacity 
at 14 °TH(1) →

145 litres 

Total
hardness(1)      ↓

Cup volumes / Number of cups and total hardness

35 ml 70 ml 150 ml

< 8 °TH soft 6,950 3,452 1,611
8 – 14 °TH medium 4,143 2,071 967

> 14 °TH hard 2,959 1,480 690

(1) °TH = Total hardness. Subject to changes. 

COMPATIBILITY OF  
BWT BESTAROMA PREMIUM

 ■ Coffee machines with BRITA*  
AquaAroma filter cartridge

 ■ Servomat Steigler**: Cino,  
LaRhea (tank-in-tank solution).

SALES:
BWT water+more Deutschland: 
info@water-and-more.de ∙ Tel.: +49 (0)611 58019-0

BWT water + more Austria: 
kundenservice.wm@bwt-group.com ∙ Tel.: +43 (0)6232 5011-1164

BWT Aqua AG Schweiz: 
info@bwt-aqua.ch ∙ Tel.: +41 (0)61 7558899

NOTES ABOUT INSTALLATION AND CHANGING FILTERS

Before you use the BWT bestaroma 
PREMIUM Filter, please descale the coffee 
machine. Remove the air from the filter 
cartridge by placing it in cold water for 10 
min A  and place in the water tank intake 
B . If the maximum number of cups per 
filter type and total hardness is reached 
or the coffee machine shows change filter 
in the display, the filter has been used up. 
Then change it immediately or for reasons 
of hygiene after 3 months at the latest
C . Please clean the water tank regularly 
and only use cold water of drinking water 
quality. 

First installation

Changing filters

A B

C

* BRITA is a registered trademark of BRITA GmbH, Taunusstein.
** Cino and LaRhea registered trademarks of Servomat Steigler 
Vertriebs- und Beratungs-GmbH.


